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Let V be a closed oriented connected manifold of dimension n + q and let G be a closed connected 
subgroup of SO(q). We consider the homotopy Lie algebra of V, i.e. the graded abelian group 
consisting of the homotopy groups of the loop space of V, equipped with the Samelson Lie bracket. 
We explore a new relationship between the structure of the rationalized homotopy Lie algebra of 
V and the set of closed oriented codimension-q submanifolds W of V having G as normal structure 
group. 
Main result: If the rank of the periods of the Poincare transfer of the normal characteristic classes 
of some submanifold Was above is greater than two, then the rational homotopy Lie algebra of 
V contains a free graded Lie algebra on two generators. 
For G = SO(q) one obtains as a corollary new restrictions on the homological behaviour of the 
embeddings of a given W in a given elliptic formal manifold V (e.g. V = homogenous space of 
positive Euler characteristic), formulated in terms of the cohomology algebras and the Pontrjagin 
classes of the two given manifolds. 
Introduction and statement of results 
Let V be a closed oriented connected manifold. We are going to describe a new 
connection between the submanifold structure and the topology of V, via the 
homotopy Lie algebra. 
On the submanifold side, consider a closed connected subgroup G &SO(q). We 
are going to look at the closed oriented codimension q submanifolds W & V 
which are endowed with a G-reduction of their normal bundle, c: W+ BG. Using 
Q-coefficients, one may define characteristic subalgebras D* c P* c H* W 
by P* =c*H*BG and D* = P’.P’. One also has a Poincare transfer, 
i!:H* W+ H*+qV. 
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On the topological side one has, for any connected space S, with universal cover 5, 
the homotopy Lie algebra rc.+.!% (* > 0). This is a graded Lie algebra isomorphic to the 
system of the homotopy groups of the connected H-space s2$ endowed with 
the Samelson product [16]. Evaluation of cohomology classes on homology and 
the Hurewicz map give rise to a dual rational Hurewicz map, #h: H*S -+ 
#T-C* - 1 fiS 0 Q. In this way one may view any subspace of H * S inside the dual of the 
rational homotopy Lie algebra. 
The connection between the two sides is provided by our main result: 
Theorem A. If dim i!P* > 1 (viewed in # rc.+fJV@ 62) then the homotopy Lie algebra 
n,SZV@ CI is not abelian. More precisely, with few exceptions, which may appear only 
when the universal Euler class ccc H4BG is nonzero, i!(l) # 0, dim i!P+ = 1, and 
i! D * = 0 (everything being viewed in # n, Q V@ Q) n, 52 V@ CI contains a free graded 
Lie subalgebra on two generators. 
There is a rich variety of examples satisfying the above hypotheses. In particular 
(see Example 3.3), if rk G > 1 then dim i!P* may be arbitrarily large. At the same time 
the above-mentioned exceptions actually occur (see Example 3.5). 
It is also possible to gain a considerable benefit from reading this result backwards. 
Given closed oriented connected manifolds V”+y and IV”, consider the following 
refinement of the embedding problem: which graded algebra maps f: H* V-+ H* W 
may be realized by embeddings? If dim n,C2V@ Q < CC then our theorem provides 
obstructions for this realizability problem for f: These obstructions are effectively 
computable, as soon as one knows the algebra structure of H * V together with the 
kernel of the dual Hurewicz and the algebra structure of H * W together with the total 
tangential Pontrjagin class, see Section 4 for details. They are also fine enough to 
distinguish embeddings from differentiable maps, see Example 4.2. Many interesting 
examples arise among homogenous spaces V, or among manifolds V obtained by 
rational surgery [1, 131 from Q-elliptic spaces (Steve Halperin’s topological general- 
ization of homogenous spaces, begun in [6], see also [S] for precise informations on 
the-finitely many-degrees occurring in TC*SZV@ a), as in Example 3.4. 
The proof of Theorem A uses the Thorn map t : V + MG of (the L-equivalence class 
of) W [15] to relate 7c* s2V@ CJ to the rational homotopy Lie algebra of the universal 
Thorn space MG (with the harmless simplification of writing MG instead of using the 
more accurate notation Mj). The formality properties of MG established in [12] are 
the key facts leading to a description of the graded Lie algebra n,nMGO Q as 
a functor of A $ = H * BG/eo H * BG, (see Proposition 2.2), which is precise enough to 
allow us to derive Theorem A (in 3.1). A basic reference for formality and related 
questions is [7]. We also ought to mention that, in the presence of the formality of 
V (see 3.2 for examples), one has the convenient possibility throughout the hypotheses 
of Theorem A of replacing #x* SZVO Q by the algebra generators QH * V, as ex- 
plained in Remark 3.2. 
Our second result also is based on a detailed knowledge of the structure of the 
homotopy Lie algebras of universal Thorn spaces. 
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Recall from [lS] that the homotopy set [ V, MG] parameterizes the L-equivalence 
classes of submanifolds W of V with normal G-reduction. Consequently this latter set 
has a natural abelian group structure, if I’ is a sphere. 
Theorem B. Let W be a closed submanifold of S”, whose normal bundle has a 
G-reduction. For any closed subgroup of maximal rank, G’ c G, some nonzero multiple 
of (the L-class of) W has a normal G’-reduction. 
The proof of Theorem B is given in Section 1. (Note that the corresponding integral 
statement is false, see Remark 1.4.) 
1. Proof of Theorem B 
The embeddingj: G -SO(q) gives rise to an embedding j’: G’ -SO(q), via the 
inclusion k: G’ c G. Consequently there is an induced map between universal Thorn 
spaces, Mk: MG’+ MG. The claim of our theorem is then that the induced map 
between rational homotopy Lie algebras, rr* S2Mk@ CJ! : X* aMG’@ Q + X* SZMG@ Q, 
is onto. This in turn is equivalent to the fact that the abelianization 
z,SZMG’O CI/[n*aMG’@ Q, I~&MG’@ CI!] 
I (1) 
n,SZMGQ CI/[n*sZMG@ Q, n*S2MG@ CI] 
is onto (by induction, recalling that the Lie algebras in sight are strictly positively 
graded). 
It is now necessary to recollect from [12] two results which concern the generators 
of rational homotopy Lie algebras of universal Thorn spaces. 
1.1. Theorem [12]. The Hurewicz map induces an isomorphism 
between the generators of the homotopy Lie algebra and the primitives of the homology 
coalgebra. 0 
Set UG the universal Thorn class, UG E HqMG, eG the universal Euler class, 
eG E HqBG, and AZ = H * BG/e,. H * BG (Q-coefficients throughout). 
1.2. Theorem [12]. The rational Thorn isomorphism (multiplication by U,) 
H * BG z H + MG induces a graded vector space isomorphism 
sqA; 2 QH*MG, 
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between the qth suspension of AZ and the algebra generators of the cohomology, 
QH* MC = H + MGjH + MG.H + MC, hence (by duality) an isomorphism 
s4A: 2 #PH,MG. 0 
Given the key formality property of universal Thorn spaces [12, Lemma 2.31, the 
statement in Theorem 1.1 is equivalent to the property proved in [12, Proposition 
2.7(i)], see [12, p. 6061. The computation of QH*MG described in Theorem 1.2 splits 
into two cases, according to the nature of the Euler class, see [12, p. 6041. If ec = 0 
then H ’ MC = sqH *BG, with trivial multiplication, and everything is clear. If ec is 
a nonzero element of the polynomial algebra H*(BG; CT!), we know that 
Hi MC = eG.H*BG, with the multiplication induced from H* BG and that the Thorn 
isomorphism is given by multiplication by e G; again the claim made in Theorem 1.2 
easily follows. 
1.3. Proof of Theorem B. Given the previous two results, by duality and naturality we 
may see that the surjectivity of the arrow (1) is equivalent with the injectivity of 
A::H*BG/eo.H*BG+ H*BG’/eG,.H*BG’. (2) 
As is well known [2], the rational Serre spectral sequence of the universal fibration 
G/G’ + BG’ + BG collapses, if rkG’ = rkG, whence H * BG’ is faithfully flat (in fact 
free) as a H * BG module, via H *Bk. In particular, I. H * BG’ n H * BG = I, for any 
ideal I c H*BG, by standard properties of faithfully flat extensions [S]. Take then 
I = eG.H*BG to obtain the desired injectivity. 0 
1.4. Remark. One really needs a nonzero multiplicative factor in the statement of 
Theorem B, as shown by the following simple example, based on the inclusion 
k: U(m) c SO(2m). As is well known (see e.g. [9]), x4m-3MU(m) always vanishes, 
while r~~,,_~ MSO(2m) = R2m-3 may happen to be nontrivial, for example 52, = Z/2, 
see e.g. [lo]. 
2. The structure of n,fiMG and the Euler class 
Here we are going first to translate the input data in the statement of Theorem A in 
terms of the universal homotopy Lie algebra x*S;ZMG @ Cl!. Start then with a codi- 
mension q submanifold WA V with normal structure group G c, SO(q), normal 
classifying map c: W+ BG and Thorn map t: V+ MC, as in the Introduction. 
Consider a collection of universal characteristic classes, pl, . . . , pry H *( BG; a). 
Recalling from the previous section (see Theorems 1.1 and 1.2) the duality between 
the Lie algebra generators of x,SZMG @ Q and sqAE (where AZ = H*BG/eG.H*BG) 
we may spell out the following basic lemma: 
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2.1. Lemma. The cohomology classes i!c*p,, . . . , i!c*p, are linearly independent 
when viewed in # rt*L?V @ Q (via Hurewicz) if and only if there exist elements 
yiEn(,l+q-1SZV/Oo, i = 1,. . . , r, such that 
(Fi, S”pj) = 6ij, 1 I i, j I r, (3) 
where zi = t*yi, Zi denotes the class of zi modulo [rc*RMG @ Q, n*QMG @ Q] and pj 
denotes the class of pj in A$. 
Proof. Everything follows from the existence of an equality 
(hy, i!c*p) = (F, sqp) (4) 
valid for any y E ~*s2V 0 CD, p E H*( BG; Q), with z = t.+y. Notice first the equality 
i!c*p = t*( UG.p), which easily follows from naturality and the well-known relation- 
ship between the Thorn isomorphism and the Poincare duality transfer (see e.g. [3]). 
We may infer, by naturality again, that (hy, i!c*p) = (hz, UG.p). The duality 
between homology coalgebra primitives and cohomology algebra generators gives 
(hz, UG.p) = (h(z), UG.p), and this in turn equals (Z, sqj), as claimed in (4), as 
explained in Theorems 1.1 and 1.2. 0 
Secondly, as far as the output statements of Theorem A are concerned, it will be 
plainly enough to verify them for certain subalgebras E, of the graded Lie subalgebra 
of the universal 7c* RMG 0 Q which is generated by z1 , . . . , z,. More information on 
rtc,QMG @ Q than in Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 will be needed for this. 
We shall thus close this section by giving a very precise description of the graded 
Lie algebra structure of x*f2MG @ Q. As pointed out in [12], the entire rational 
homotopy type of MG is a formal consequence of the knowledge of H * BG as a graded 
algebra with a distinguished element eG. It will turn out that the rational homotopy 
Lie algebra n,QMG 0 Q too may be reconstructed from the universal Euler class, 
more precisely using only the graded algebra structure of AZ. 
To this end, let us recall from [12, Proposition 2.7(i)] that the graded vector space 
#sq- ’ Aa may be viewed inside n,QMG @ Q as a Lie algebra generating system, due 
to the existence of a graded generating subspace rc”, c rc* which is isomorphic, via 
Hurewicz, to PH, + 1 (see also Theorems 1.1 and 1.2). Pick then an homogenous basis 
of AZ of the form B = { 1) u {u} aCA; and denote by #B = {x1} u {x,}a~A~ the 
basis of rcg QMG @ Q which is dual to sq-i B, via Hurewicz. Denoting by (L(X) 
the free graded Lie algebra on a graded set X, we may now state the following 
proposition: 
2.2. Proposition. (i) 1f eG = 0 then x*L?MG @ Q equals the free product 
L(x,)a~Ac+)*[L*(x~). 
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(ii) If eG #O then n,SZMG @ Q equals the semidirect product 
~(x,IaEAc+)xl([L(xl)lExl, xl]). The semidirect product structure is given by 
CXl, xl = -ka ,c,, (X>~l~2)C%,-%l (5) 
I>2 c’ 
for any xEspanq{x,IaEAc+} = #AZ ( h w ere the duality is constructed as explained 
above). 
Proof. Due to the formality of MC [12], one has a graded Lie algebra isomorphism 
7c,QMG @I Q = H,([L(s-‘H+( MC; Q), d), where the quadratic graded Lie algebra 
differential d of [L(s -i H + ) is constructed, by duality, out of the graded algebra 
multiplication H + @ H ’ + H + , as explained in e.g. [14]. 
If eG = 0 then the multiplication is trivial [12] and #B is identified via Hurewicz 
with a basis of %( s 1 H + ), hence we are done. 
Assume then ec # 0. We know [ 121 that H + MC = eG.H* BG, as a graded 
subalgebra of the evenly graded polynomial algebra H *BG. It is then easily 
seen that { ek6 1 k 2 1 and g is a lift of be B} gives an additive basis of 
H’ MC. Set { xkb} = corresponding dual basis of s ~’ H+ MC. Notice that 
dxlb = 0, for any b E B, and that the class of xii, in H,( IL, d) corresponds to xb, by 
construction. 
We now claim that each b E B gives rise in H,( IL, d) to a relation of the form 
b FtB cxb> blbx)[xbl, Xb21 = 0. 
1. 2 
(6b) 
Granting this for the moment, let us finish our proof. The relation (6,) reduces to 
[xi, xi] = 0 and the relation (6,) for aEAG ’ is nothing else but (5) with x = x,. We 
infer that the abstract graded Lie algebra described in the statement to be proved 
maps onto QRMG @ Q (which is known to be generated by xb, b E B). Taking into 
account [12, Corollary 2.8(i)], a dimension argument establishes the desired isomor- 
phism assertion. 
Our claim in turn is a consequence of the general formula for the differential d 
(see e.g. [14]) applied to xZb, which reads 
- 2&b = c (sx2b, e&&> CXlb12 Xlb21. t7b) 
bl.bzsB 
The equality (sxZb, ei%16,) = (xb, blbz) follows from first writing gig, = 
c- k, O,ceB n,,egf and then reducing modulo eG. H* BG. 0 
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3. Proof of Theorem A 
The idea is to use, via Lemma 2.1, graded Lie algebras E, which are subalgebras of 
the (huge) free part of rc*S2MG @ Q (see Proposition 2.2), therefore free themselves, 
and to detect free graded Lie algebra generators by passing to the abelianization 
E,ICE,> KJ. 
3.1. Proof of Theorem A. Set [L = lL(x, 1 a~ AZ), see Proposition 2.2, and 
n _* = 7t*S2MG @ Q. 
If ec = 0 then g* = [L * [L(x,) is free, see Proposition 2.2(i). The assumption 
dimi!P* > 1 provides homogeneous elements z 1, z2 E im (t*) whose classes are lin- 
early independent in ~,/[rc*, n*], see (3). We may thus infer that z1 and z2 freely 
generate a subalgebra E, c E*. 
Assume now ec # 0. If dim i!P ’ > 1 then we similarly get zl, z2 Eim( t.+) n [L, which 
are linearly independent in F* (hence [L) abelianized, and the previous argument goes 
on unchanged. We are thus left with the case when dim i!P + = 1 and i!( 1) is nontrivial 
in # rcq V @ Q. (The second assumption means, by (3) again, that x1 E im (t*), given 
that F,_ 1 is one-dimensional, for obvious degree reasons.) 
From i!P+ # 0 (in #rc,sZV@ Q) one obtains zeimage (t*) n IL, z = z1 + z’, with 
z1 nonzero, z1 E spanQ { x, I u E Ai } and z’ of bracket length at least two. The fact that 
rc* Sz V 0 Q must be nonabelian immediately follows, by computing [z, z] = [ zl, zl] + 
higherterms (in [L, which is also graded by bracket length) and noting that 
cz r, zl] # 0, since z1 is a free Lie algebra generator of odd degree (I xb 1 = odd, any 
b E B, as soon as eG # 0, since in this case q must be even). 
Finally assume that i!(l) # 0, i!D* # 0 (in #rrlOsZ@ Q), and ec # 0. We know 
that x1 ~image(t,) and also that z~image(t,) n ll, z = z1 + z’ as above, where (use 
(3)) (Z1,s4(AG+.Az)) #O, or equivalently (use (5)) [x,,z,] #O. Consider then 
w1 = z and wz = [x1, z]. It follows from Proposition 2.2(ii) that w1 and w2 are 
nonzero elements of image (t*) n IL. The proof ends by showing that they freely 
generate a subalgebra E, c L. Indeed, h, w1 + h2w2 = 0 modulo [E,, E,] first im- 
plies hi w i = 0 for degree reasons, hence h r = 0, and second (since 1 z 1 > I x1 1, as readily 
noticed) h2 w 2 = 0, therefore also h2 = 0, as needed. 0 
3.2. Remark. In practice one may often compute the dimensions of various subspaces 
of i!H* W in # rc*sZV@ Q by simply looking at the canonical projection 
H + V-+ QH * V. As is well known the dual Hurewicz map, # h : H * S + # 7c* S, factors 
through QH*S, for any space S. If S is spherically generated, that is 
h:x*-1S2SOCD- PH,(S; Q) is onto, then plainly #h:QH*S+ #TL~_,S~S@Q is 
manic and consequently in Theorem A one may replace #~,52V@ Q by the more 
accessible QH * V throughout, provided Vis spherically generated. An important class 
of spherically generated examples is provided by the l-connected formal spaces [7]. 
Among formal manifolds, let us quote the spheres, the equal rank compact 
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homogenous spaces [13], the compact Kahler manifolds [4], products and connected 
sums of formal manifolds. 
3.3. Example. There exist lots of examples meeting the requirements formulated in 
Theorem A. For any G having rk G > 1 and for any given Y, one may indeed construct 
an embedding i: W NV with normal group G with the property that i!P* has 
dimension r, in # n, s2P’ @ Q. 
Recall first from [2] that H* BG is a polynomial algebra on m generators, m = rk G. 
It is then easy to infer from m > 1 that dim A z is infinite. Consider next an infinite 
wedge of rationalized spheres, indexed by the elements {u} of an homogenous basis of 
A,+, S = Vas~‘+q. According to [12,2.6 and 2.21, one has a canonical map 
k : S -+ MGo inducing a cohomology surjection. For any given r pick then a subwedge 
S, c S of the form S, = Sz v . . . v S$ and set v= (S”l xS”‘)# . . . #(Snr xSmr), 
by appropriately choosing the complementary dimensions, ml, . . . , m,. To get the 
desired Thorn map, t : V-t MG, it will be enough, by formality and delocalization (see 
[ 12]), to construct a graded algebra map, t* : H* MG + H* V. Look at UiE H”’ V, Ui 
the class carried by S”‘, i = 1, . . . , r, notice that Uiuj = 0, for any i, j, hence use 
Ul,. . . > u, to define, in an obvious way, a graded algebra map f: H *S, -+ H * V. Set 
t* =fk*. Notice that image(Qt*) has dimension r, being generated by the classes of 
u1> . . 2 u, in QH * I/. The assertion on dim i!P * follows then from the preceding 
Remark (due to the formality of I’) and the equality i!c*p = t*( U,.p), valid for any 
p E H * BG (see the proof of equality (4)). 
3.4. Example. Theorem A is sharp, as far as the nonabelian property of rc* 52 V @ Q is 
concerned. Indeed, for any odd q (this forces eG = 0) one knows [12,2.6] that 
MGo = VbeB Sbbt+q, therefore we may take (for any b EB) V = Slblfq, consider the 
inclusion to : V. -+ MGo and delocalize it to obtain an example with dim i!P* = 1 (and 
i!P* being concentrated on i!c*b, be H*BG), while the homotopy Lie algebra 
rr* fi V @ Q is abelian, since 1 b 1 is always even. 
If eG # 0 then i!P + # 0 in #n,SZv@ Q is sufficient for establishing the 
nonabelianness, as seen during the proof (3.1). If eG # 0 in QH*BG, (e.g. G = S0(2n)), 
it is shown in [12,4.2(ii)] that, for any given u E Hq V, one may construct an embed- 
ding i with normal group G having the properties: i’(l) is a nonzero multiple of U, 
while i!P + = 0 in QH* V. On the other hand, for any given even degree q there exists 
a formal manifold V with Q-cohomology algebra of the form H* V = C~[u]/(u~), 
where 1~1 = q (see [ll]). It is immediate to see that rr*52V@ Q is abelian, though 
i!P* # 0 in #7c,521/@ Q. 
3.5. Example. The conditions guaranteeing the existence of free subalgebras on two 
generators are strict too, as shown by the formal manifold V = S4 x S8, whose 
finite-dimensional rational homotopy Lie algebra does not contain such free sub- 
algebras. We are going to exhibit a codimension 4 submanifold W & V, with normal 
structure group G = SO(4) (for which ec # 0), and having the properties: i!(l) # 0, 
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dim i!P+ = 1 and i!D* = 0 (in # n,SZV@ a). As in Example 3.3, the construction 
of the Thorn map f amounts to the construction of a graded algebra map 
t* : H*MS0(4) -+ H* V and the dimension tests actually take place in QH* V. The 
homology of V is generated by uq and ug (Ui E Hi V corresponding to the factor Si). 
Denoting by e and p respectively the Euler and the first Pontrjagin class, a set of 
algebra generators for H*MG is given by epk, k 2 0, and a complete set of relations is 
given by (epm)(epn) = (e)(ep”+“), m 2 n > 0, see [12,2.4 and 2.53. Setting t*(e) = uq, 
t *(ep) = us, and t*(ep2) = uqu8, all the relations are trivially satisfied. A straightfor- 
ward computation in QH * V, based on the relationship between i! and t *, as in 
Example 3.3, identifies i’(1) = u4 and i!c*p = u8 as being the only nontrivial elements. 
All our claims then follow. 
4. Realizability of algebra maps by embeddings 
Let V”, W” (m = n + q) be closed oriented connected manifolds. One may ask: 
which graded algebra maps fe Hom,,( H * (V; Cl), H *( W, Q)) arise as f = i*, from 
embeddings i: W c) F’ 
If the rational homotopy Lie algebra of V is small (e.g. finite-dimensional, or 
abelian) one may view Theorem A, applied to G = SO(q), as providing realizability 
obstructions for f: 
We claim that these obstructions may be entirely described, given of course the 
codimension q pair of oriented rational Poincare duality algebras (Hz, H$) and 
f6 Hom,,( Hc, H &), in terms only of the following additional data: 
(*) 
(**I 
the kernel of the dual Hurewicz map of V, # h : H $I + ’ -+ # TT* Q V @ Q, 
the total tangential Pontrjagin class of W, p( Tw) E H4,*. 
As far as i’ in the statement of Theorem A is concerned, things are pretty clear. 
More precisely, any degree zero map fe Hom’(HE, Hk) gives rise to a degree 
qmapf’EHom4(H$, H:), which is defined, via Poincare duality, by 
(x..f !YY 0”) = UX.Y, ow>, (8) 
for any x E H ;, y E H$ (where ov E # HF and ow E #H”, represent the orientations). 
If fe Hom,,( H ;, H $), the following H$-linearity property is easily verified 
f!(fx.y) = x.f!y, for any XEH~, yeH$. (9) 
If f is realizable by an embedding i : W - V, that is f= i*, then (8) is nothing else 
but the definition of the Poincart transfer, i.e. f! = i!, and (9) is a well-known 
multiplicative property of the transfer, see e.g. [3]. 
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We finally have to explain, for G = SO(q), how to replace P* and D*, also 
appearing in the statement of Theorem A, by similar objects, P’* and D”*, constructed 
only out of p( r,). 
To this end, start by inverting p( 7”) in H$ and write 
where r = [q/2]. 
Define next P”* as being the subalgebra of H $ generated by 
p”l> ‘. . ,dr if q is odd, 
p”l ,..., fire1 ifqiseven, 
(10) 
(11) 
and set o”* = P”‘.p’. We may spell out the result. 
4.1. Proposition. Let W” & V” be a codimension-q embedding of closed oriented 
connected manifolds, considered as having normal structure group G = SO(q). Setting 
f = i*, one has the following equalities in #x,sZV@ CJ 
i!p + =f'P"+, i!D* =f!fi*. (12) 
Proof. Denote by I the graded ideal of H & generated by fH c. Taking into account 
the multiplicative property (9) and the already mentioned fact that #h factors 
through QH :, we easily see that the composition (# h) f! factors through H $/I. It is 
now enough to show that P * = F* mod I, since this implies that D * = o”* mod I and 
thus both equalities in (12) are seen to hold. 
The multiplicative formula for Pontrjagin classes, fp( TV) = p( Tw)p(N,), taken 
mod I, gives pi = pi mod I, 1 I i I r (where p(N,) = 1 + p; + . . . + pi). By defini- 
tion (see also [lo] for the structure of H*(BSO(q); a)) P* equals the subalgebra of 
H$ generated by pi, . . . , p: (for q odd) or by p;, . . , p:_ 1 and e (for q even). Taking 
into account the formula for the normal Euler class, e = ff ‘(l), see [lo, 33, the 
equality P * = p* mod I follows from the definitions (see (11)) and we are done. 0 
4.2. Example. Many interesting examples along these lines, with 
dim n,aV @ Q < 00, may be obtained by taking V a compact homogenous space. 
Consider for instance the codimension-q pair of l-connected formal manifolds 
(V = Sq+8 xSq, W = P2W x Sq). As a consequence of formality any 
fe Hom,,(H c, H g) may be realized by a differentiable map (up to irrelevant grading 
automorphisms), see [12]. On the other hand, for q > 8, we are going to see, by using 
the above obstruction machinery, that the realizability by an embedding imposes the 
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nontrivial restriction that either fi, = 0 or fuq+s = 0 (where the generators Ui E Hi V 
correspond to the spheres Si). 
The generators of H $ are uq E H4 P2 and vq corresponding to the sphere Sq. For 
q > 8 it is easily seen that the graded algebra maps f must be of the form 
fu q+8 = iviv,, fi, = pvq, and that any constants I, p may occur. A simple application 
of the transfer formula (8) gives the equivalences jii, = 0 o f!(ui) = 0 and 
f&+s = 0 o f!(l) = 0, where the equalities involving f! may also be interpreted in 
# r+G!V @ Q (using formality + degree reasons). Were both fii nonzero, a contradic- 
tion with the finite-dimensionality of TC*QV@ Q would occur, via an application of 
Theorem A, reformulated with the aid of Proposition 4.1, as soon as we know that 
v,~P”*.Toseethis,recallthatp(T,)=(l + ~~)~(l + 4u4)-‘(see[lO]),use(lO)toget 
p”i = - 2u4, and then resort to the definition (11). 
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